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Staff  WriterSnow day
Who is responsible
for underemployment?
The seventh annual Snow Day brought 
snowboarding, sledding, and campus-wide 
philanthropy to CSUSB.
Snow Day was held by Recreational 
(Rec) Sports and ASI from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. on the Commons lawn on Feb. 19.
Students had the option of snowboard-
ing down a long slope, ice skating, and 
building snowmen on the play fi eld.
Some special features of this year’s 
event included well-known campus DJ 
Infi nity and a photo booth that gave away 
tickets for free T-shirts.
This year Rec Sports and ASI part-
nered with the DEN Food Pantry, which 
donates food to CSUSB students  in need, 
to increase attendance to the event and help 
generate canned goods for the pantry and 
students.
Students were asked to donate canned 
goods in exchange for something special.
“We donated a ton of canned food and 
nonperishable items to the den in exchange 
for free In-n-Out,” said Amanda Flood, the 
marketing supervisor for the Student Rec-
reation and Fitness Center.
Students were impressed with the 
events of the day.
“I’ve never been to a Snow Day. The 
slide exceeded my expectations,” said stu-
dent Celina Calderon.
Snow Day also featured carnival style 
booths where students could play games 
and learn about resources on campus.
The Student Health Center hosted an 
alcohol awareness booth where students 
were asked to pour what they thought was 
a standard drink into a red Solo cup.
“I worked the event last year. There 
are defi nitely more people here,” said Sara 
Garcia, lead peer adviser for the Student 
Health Center.
Robocop prototype (Feb. 14)
In Miami, Florida, a group of sci-
entists developed a prototype of “Robo-
cop,”  robot with elements that allow it 
to serve as a patrol offi cer, according to 
beforeitsnews.com.
Although it’s still a prototype, there 
are companies who have shown their 
interest in the model and the functions 
that are being created, according to The 
News-Herald.
Canada allows strip searching of 
students (Feb. 17)
It is acceptable to strip search stu-
dents in Quebec if they are suspected of 
carrying drugs, and as long as it is done 
respectfully.
A student stripped down for suspi-
cion of selling weed to a friend stated 
that the search left her feeling “intimi-
dated, violated, and ashamed.”
Man beats wife after not being 
able to get her dress off (Feb. 17)
At 2:55 a.m., Amy Dawson’s hus-
band decided to attack her when he 
failed to take off her dress the night of 
their wedding.
Dawson’s husband, who remained 
unnamed, attempted to undo his wife’s 
dress. 
After he failed, he got up, and sat 
on top of her and started punching her. 
Dawson fi led for divorce after the as-
sault, according to New York Post.
Man must pay $30k for a kid who 
is not his (Feb. 17)
Carnell Alexander could go to jail 
for $30,000 owed in child support for a 
child that isn’t his. Alexander was made 
the father by default after his ex listed 
him as father when applying for welfare 
benefi ts.
The state claims that they notifi ed 
Alexander of a paternity hearing, and 
when he didn’t show up, the state de-
clared that he was the father. Alexander 
never received the notice, because he 
was in prison serving a sentence for an 
earlier crime, according to inquisitor.
com.
Baby boy survives after falling 
onto railroad tracks (Feb. 19)
A baby boy survived after being 
born in a train toilet and dropped down 
a moving train onto the tracks. Most of 
the trains in India have holes to drop all 
waste directly onto the tracks below, 
which lead to an accident when a wom-
an accidentally gave birth in the toilet.
Offi cials guarding the railway 
claim to have heard a baby crying and 
informed authorities about this after res-
cuing the child who survived with minor 
injuries, according to The Independent.
Employers and college gradu-
ates are equally responsible for high 
unemployment and underemploy-
ment rates among college graduates 
as colleges and universities are.
“About 1.5 million, or 53.6 per-
cent, of bachelor’s degree holders 
under the age of 25 last year were 
jobless or underemployed, the high-
est share in at least 11 years,” stated 
author Hope Yen in her Associated 
Press article Half of Recent College 
Grads Underemployed or Jobless.
This statistic is alarming, and I 
believe some are quick to point the 
fi nger at colleges and universities 
while overlooking other important 
culprits.
I believe the companies doing 
the hiring play a large role in these 
unemployment rates.
“For our nation’s youngest 
workers, as well as for the work-
force at large, there is a real need for 
employers to reexamine how they 
hire, train, and develop their em-
ployees,” stated Katherine Lavelle 
from Accenture, the global manage-
ment consulting fi rm that conducted 
the study.
It seems more and more com-
panies are overlooking recent col-
lege graduates  for lack of due to 
lack of experience, and passing off 
CSUSB bomb scare
By CLARISSA TOLL
Asst. News Editor
On Wednesday, Feb. 18 a report of an unattended 
backpack resulted in the evacuation of University Hall 
and the involvement of the San Bernardino Sheriff’s 
Department Bomb Disposal Unit. 
The owner of the backpack returned to retrieve the 
bag a few hours after the incident was reported. 
The backpack and its contents were being ana-
lyzed by the Bomb Disposal Unit when the owner ar-
rived on scene, according to Joe Gutierrez, Public Af-
fairs Assistant Director.
The initial report was made at 7:42 p.m. Some stu-
dents reported not being evacuated until 9 p.m.
The evacuation was lifted by 9:45 p.m., according 
to the Press Enterprise. 
No campus alert was made during or immediately 
following the event. 
Students were notifi ed of the incident the follow-
ing afternoon through emails sent by the department 
of University Advancement and the department of Ad-
ministration and Finance.
Attempts to contact Campus Police went unan-
swered.
brings fun to CSUSB
The seventh annual 
Snow Day continued 
to amaze CSUSB stu-
dents with all the win-
ter season activities. 
Students gathered 
around and enjoyed 
the fun while taking 
their minds off  the 
stress of  being a col-
lege student during 
midterms. Attendees 
even put together 
“Olaf” the snowman 
(pictured left) while 
cooling off  in front of  
the Commons. 
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A new study estimates that over 200 
earthquakes in Oklahoma and Kansas this 
year are due to fracking.
A “big one” may be in store for the fu-
ture, reported ABC News.
Although there is a slim chance that 
a large earthquake will happen in the near 
future, the study, conducted by Geophysi-
cist William Ellsworth of the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey (USGS), shows that the contin-
uous fracking responsible for the increase 
in smaller earthquakes can eventually lead 
to a “big one” with devastating results, re-
ported ABC News.
“Fracking does cause earthquakes. 
Last year, Oklahoma overtook California 
as the state with most earthquakes, and the 
only reason is because of fracking,” stated 
CSUSB lab instructor Ross McIntosh.
When drilling and releasing the high-
pressure water into the ground, it awakens 
long dormant faults and causes movement 
and fault slipping.
“Fracking is the process of drilling 
down into the earth before a high-pressure 
water mixture is directed at the rock to re-
lease the gas inside,” stated BBC News.
The process allows for the retrieval 
of oil and natural gas from hard-to-reach 
spots underground.
It is all for energy purposes and is 
helping to increase oil production in the 
U.S. and is also helping to drive down gas 
prices, according to BBC News.
“It’s a catch-22, you know? It’s caus-
ing earthquakes where there shouldn’t be 
and that’s causing damage, I’m sure. But 
it’s also lowering my gas prices!” said stu-
dent Sameje Palmer.
Though some see its advantages, some 
believe they do not outweigh the conse-
quences.
“The earth has its own cycle and if we 
continue to interrupt, we’re going to have 
to deal with some pretty serious conse-
quences,” said student Daniel Castellanos.
“I think it’s easy to forget that the 
earth was here before us and not the other 
way around. We got to respect it,” contin-
ued Castellanos.
Whether or not fracking is the only 
cause of these earthquakes, we do know 
for certain that in the last seven days there 
have been nine earthquakes, big enough 
to feel, reported in Oklahoma and two in 
Kansas. USGS reports that nine of the 11 
earthquakes had a shaking intensity of 4.0.
This is a huge difference in the states’ 
average of less than two earthquakes per 
year for nearly 100 years, according to 
BBC news.
While Oklahoma is receiving much 
of the spotlight for the increase in earth-
quakes, many other states where the frack-
ing process is being performed also had an 
increase.
However these states, like Texas and 
Ohio, are not at risk for a major earthquake 
like Oklahoma and Kansas are, stated ABC 
News.
Other states that have fracking, like 
Arkansas, are seeing a decrease in man-
made quakes.
Interm director of the Kansas Geo-
logical Survey, Rex Buchanan, told ABC 
News, “we are worried about this, no ques-
tion about it.”
By DANNI YBARRA
Staff  Writer
Fracking earthquakes=
Photo courtesy of businessinsider.com
New study shows that fracking for underground resources is responsible for an increase in man-made earthquakes today. 
Comcast, a broadcast and cable com-
pany, has recently merged with Time War-
ner Cable (TWC), but not without raising 
major commotion among interest groups 
and content creators.
The merge was approved by decree of 
the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC) on Feb. 13.
Comcast is the largest television cable 
and home Internet service provider in the 
United States, and the third largest tele-
phone company, serving 40 states.
California placed various conditions 
to approve the transaction, including ex-
panding TWC’s affordable internet pack-
age, improving customer service, allowing 
cities and towns to build their own broad-
band networks or competitors, according 
to arstechnica.com.
Comcast vice president, David Cohen, 
said that some of the CPUC regulations 
could be intrusive and unrealistic to the 
company’s business, and that they are sim-
ply unattainable under market conditions, 
especially with populations that have been 
slow to adopt broadband.
According to the Los Angeles Times, 
Los Angeles House Representative, Tony 
Cardenas was one of the fi rst to oppose the 
merging of Comcast and TWC, stressing 
how it will affect consumers and commer-
cial areas.
“I asked the Federal Communications 
Commission, the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice, and the CPUC, to deny this merger be-
cause it is bad for consumers. It will harm 
competition, it will lead to less diverse 
content and more expensive cable and In-
ternet access, and will eliminate good jobs 
in California,” said Cardenas at a Writers 
Guild of America (WGA) presentation in 
Los Angeles.
Comcast has developed a controver-
sial reputation as a result of their business 
practices.
Also, it has received harsh criticism 
from customers who claim to have been 
News
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Psychology professor awarded for research
Black history month recognition breakfast
CSUSB promotes
student successBy JOCELYN COLBERTStaff  Writer
By SAMANTHA ROMERO
Staff  Writer
Dr. Cynthia Crawford, a psychol-
ogy professor at CSUSB, has been named 
the recipient of the 2015 California State 
University Program for Education and 
Research in Biotechnology (CSUPERB) 
award.
“I was surprised being awarded,” said 
Crawford. “Most of the people that win 
tend to be biologists, and I’m a psycholo-
gist and I won! It was nice, very special to 
me.”
Crawford has been serving CSUSB 
since 1996.
“I like doing research. It’s harder to do 
it at a UC school than a Cal State. At UCs 
we hired people or worked with staff. We 
work with students here at Cal State and 
I like doing the research with students be-
cause they are always excited,” said Craw-
ford.
CSUPERB works with external part-
ners in biotechnology to help fund grants 
and student programs to get students in-
volved.
Crawford was awarded a Diversity-
promoting Institutions Drug Abuse Re-
search Program (DIDARP) grant through 
NIH/NIDA . The project total is close to 
two and a half million dollars and is funded 
through 2017.
Biotech involves tools you need for 
biotechnology and any type of product a 
company wants to market. From asthma 
Comcast and Time Warner merger
By MARVIN GARCIA
Staff  Writer
By MARLYN RODRIGUEZ
Managing Editor
CSUSB and the Riverside Unifi ed 
School District (RUSD) have made plans 
to ensure that more students attending 
high school in Riverside are more pre-
pared for college.
CSUSB and the RUSD have signed 
an agreement, memorandum of under-
standing (MOU), that would ensure the 
preparation of more students at high 
schools in the Riverside County for col-
lege, and that they choose CSUSB, of 
course.
This agreement means students exit-
ing qualifi ed high schools are guaranteed 
admission.
“My thanks to Superintendent David 
Hansen for his exceptional efforts in ad-
vancing the success of the students in the 
Riverside Unifi ed School District, who 
we hope will one day become CSUSB 
alumni,” said CSUSB President Tomás 
D. Morales.
Morales continued, “We believe this 
partnership will help build new educa-
tional opportunities for students from 
throughout the district and elevate both 
the college-going and college-comple-
tion rates in our area, which is among the 
lowest in the nation — a situation we’re 
all committed to changing.”
Hansen agreed with Morales, and 
said the district’s students would benefi t 
from the agreement.
“We are excited to partner with Cali-
fornia State University, San Bernardino 
to offer this outstanding opportunity to 
our students,” said Hansen.
“By working together with our part-
ners in higher education, we hope to 
truly open the world to our graduates,” 
added Hansen.
The RUSD will assist students in 
reaching eligibility requirements for the 
CSU system, so that students will not re-
quire remedial courses.
High school freshmen will be pro-
vided with challenging academic pro-
grams and the appropriate advising sup-
port.
“It is crucial that students are pre-
pared to go to college when they gradu-
ate from high school,” said Morales. 
“This process begins at an early age, and 
CSUSB is committed to working with 
P-12 (pre-school to 12th grade) school 
districts and all educational stakeholders 
to ensure college-readiness.”
As of now, CSUSB has signed 13 
agreements with school districts through-
out the Riverside and San Bernardino 
counties in the university’s efforts to pre-
pare high school students for college.
The districts who are involved so far 
in this agreement include but are not lim-
ited to: Apple Valley Unifi ed School Dis-
trict, Chaffey Joint Union High School 
District, Palm Springs Unifi ed School 
District, Rialto Unifi ed School District, 
Riverside Unifi ed School District, San 
Bernardino Unifi ed School District/Lew-
is Center for Educational Research – The 
San Bernardino Promise and Yucaipa-
Calimesa Joint Unifi ed School District.
The MOU between CSUSB and the 
RUSD to begin in the 2015-2016 aca-
demic year.
medication to drug effects, you need peo-
ple to test these products,” said Crawford.
Crawford received the award for her 
extensive bio-medical neuroscience and 
psycho-pharmacology fi eld research.
“I perform animal research to assess 
new drugs companies want to put on the 
market,” said Crawford.
When testing the addictiveness of a 
drug, researchers will test the lab animals 
fi rst to confi rm the safety.
The tests allow scientists to gauge the 
animal’s responses.
Dr. Crawford has achieved interna-
tional recognition for her work on the neu-
rological bases of addiction.
“For instance cocaine and metham-
phetamine were found to be heavily ad-
dictive for the animals. Animals with 
nicotine in their system took meth more. 
That means that if you’re treating someone 
(humans) for meth addiction you have to 
treat the nicotine addiction as well,” added 
Crawford.
Current students and former students 
attended the annual CSUPERB confer-
ence. CSUSB alumni Sergio Iniguez and 
Arturo Zavala introduced Crawford as she 
was presented with the award.
Both men received their Ph.Ds and are 
Crawford’s former students.
“I cried when I saw them,” said Craw-
ford. “I see a lot of students at conferences 
and I stay in touch with my students. I 
made a Facebook so they didn’t just have 
to email me to keep in touch.”
Crawford has received many acco-
lades and grants.
Crawford is also the recipient of the 
2014 CSUSB Outstanding Professor award 
for her scholarship, teaching and commit-
ment to students.
“I love the hands on stuff in the lab. 
My favorite thing is to teach the students 
why their research and testing is impor-
tant,” said Crawford.
According to the Press Enterprise, 
Crawford “is an authority in the use of ani-
mal models to study addiction and has pub-
lished more than 65 papers in prestigious 
journals.
“We work with students here 
at Cal State and I like doing the 
research with students. ”
Dr. Cynthia Crawford
Professor of  Psychology
Continued on Pg. 4
The Black Faculty, Staff and Student 
Association (BFSSA) held their third an-
nual Pioneer Breakfast in the Santos Man-
uel Student Union (SMSU) last Friday, 
Feb. 20 in recognition of Black History 
Month.
The Pioneer Breakfast is an event that 
acknowledges students, faculty, staff and 
alumni who have infl uenced CSUSB in 
some way.
This year’s honorees are James Per-
son, Cita Jones, Carolyn Stevens, Marga-
ret Hill and Dr. Tom Rivera.
SMSU Facilities Coordinator, An-
thony Roberson, informed us that the 
Pioneer Breakfast serves as a fundraiser 
for CSUSB student scholarships that are 
awarded to students enrolling in the Fall 
quarter. 
There are currently three scholar-
ships and will soon launch the addition of 
a fourth. 
The scholarships are the Overton, 
Henry, and Monette scholarships. The 
fourth is set to be titled J. Milton Clark 
scholarship. 
Dr. Milton Clark was the speaker for 
the event.
In an attempt to promote campus re-
sources, the Pioneer Breakfast incorpo-
rates an Annual Essay Competition where 
all CSUSB students can participate by 
turning in an essay with the help of the 
CSUSB Writing Center.
The audience was comprised of the 
honorees and their families, students, 
faculty, staff as well as other community 
members.
BFSSA is an organization made up of 
individuals whose goal is to help on cam-
pus groups and serve as advisers and men-
tors in organizations like Student African 
American Brotherhood, Student African 
American Sisterhood and Black Student 
Union.
In addition to the Pioneer Breakfast 
BFSSA also sponsors the annual Black 
Graduation Recognition Ceremony.
News
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Marijuana legalization 
summit in San Francisco
By TANIYA HARWELL
Staff  Writer
Marijuana legalization 
supporters met in San Fran-
cisco earlier this week to 
discuss the future of pot in 
California.
The International Can-
nabis Business Conference 
held last Sunday and Mon-
day was expected to draw 
about 1,000 investors, entre-
preneurs and activists from 
California and elsewhere for 
an overview of the legaliza-
tion landscape.
Legalization support 
groups are now drafting a 
2016 ballot in hopes to move 
California into legalizing 
along with Colorado and 
Washington.
Nearly two-thirds of 
Californians support legal-
izing, regulating and taxing 
recreational marijuana in the 
state, according to Huffi ng-
ton Post.
This task seems like an 
easy one but conference or-
ganizer Alex Rogers warns 
Californians that the existing 
medical marijuana industry 
Comcast takes 
over the market 
insulted while trying to cancel their subscription.
One of those practices was the corporation’s vio-
lation of network neutrality, where they purposely de-
prived customers from online access and free fi le up-
loads.
A case reported by Best VPN Service addressed 
how one customer was threatened by a Comcast rep-
resentative with having his subscription terminated if 
he continued to use TOR, an anonymous browsing soft-
ware primarily for privacy.
The Comcast customer directly quoted, “Users who 
try to use anonymity, or cover themselves up on the in-
ternet, are usually doing things that aren’t so-to-speak 
legal. We have the right to terminate, fi ne, or suspend 
your account at anytime due to you violating the rules. 
Do you have any other questions? Thank you for con-
tacting Comcast, have a great day.”
TWC has begun to follow the pattern of Comcast, 
addressing their customers in an insulting manner, re-
ports arstechnica.com.
Esperanza Martinez, a resident of Orange County, 
was called a derogatory term when she requested to end 
her subscription.
“The proposed horizontal expansion constitutes a 
serious threat to fair competition and freedom of ex-
pression” said Christopher Keyser, president of the 
WGA, to the Hollywood Reporter.
Once Comcast acquires TWC, they will also take 
all Charter Spectrum subscribers, covering about 90 
percent of Southern California.
Continued from Pg. 3
and other regulations will be 
a hard obstacle to overcome in 
persuading key investors that 
legalization is a good move.
“Sometimes these big 
institutional events can give 
people this ‘kumbaya’ feeling 
even if it’s momentary,” said 
Rogers.
Californians previously 
defeated an effort to legalize 
recreational use marijuana in 
2010.
Concerns that still need 
resolving include whether 
recreational pot users would 
be allowed to grow their own 
plants and whether the hun-
dreds of store-front dispensa-
ries and delivery services that 
sell medical marijuana will get 
to stay in business, according 
to ABC 7 news.
Supporters of legalization 
have until August to submit a 
proposed initiative to the sec-
retary of state and until April 
2016 to gather enough signa-
tures to qualify a measure for 
the November ballot accord-
ing to thestate.com.
It remains to be seen if 
California will be going up in 
smoke in the near future.
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Opinions
A projection made by the Public Poli-
cy Institute of California (PPIC) stated that 
the number of California jobs requiring a 
college degree will rise to 41 percent by 
2025, but the amount of graduates in the 
state workforce will only increase by 1 per-
cent. 
This will leave a “drought” of one 
million college graduates that are needed 
to work college level jobs according to the 
PPIC.
Timothy P. White, Chancellor of the 
CSU, is focused on combating this drought 
with Graduation Incentive 2025.
His new program plans to raise gradu-
ation rates for fi rst-time freshmen (FTF) 
and transfer students (TS) while lowering 
the opportunity gap for historically under-
represented and low-income students, but 
the concern surrounding White is if his 
new initiative will be successful.
Since 2007 the CSU has suffered a 20 
percent cut in state funding and the termi-
nation of 2,500 - plus faculty members.
The California Faculty Association 
(CFA) released a review of White’s initia-
tive in April 2010 noting that these “seri-
ous fl aws [would] hinder the CSU’s ability 
to reach this broad goal.”
Despite these cuts, Chancellor White 
assured students during a press conference 
on Feb. 13 that he would not raise tuition 
within the next year. 
White also promised more fundraising 
and adopting state supported programs that 
would award money to the CSU.
The projection made by the PPIC 
threw the CSU into a race to raise gradua-
tion rates despite the cuts in funding it suf-
fered.
White’s initiative is similar to that 
same PPIC report in which three scenarios 
to improve California’s outlook were pro-
posed. White failed to address, in my opin-
ion, the most important scenario: increased 
rates in college attendance.
According to Graduation Incentive 
2025, the CSU has already lowered the 
credits needed to earn a B.A./B.S. degree 
for 94 percent of programs. 
White has assured that his initiative 
will combat any “erosion of quality” with 
an integration of technology, but said noth-
ing about encouraging existing students to 
fi nish their schooling.
White’s initiative does call for ex-
panding programs that “foster success,” 
Dominic Indolino  | Chronicle  Photo
White’s 2025 grad initiative though great for transitional students, ignores existing students who are struggling to fi nish.
By DOMINIC INDOLINO
Staff  Writer
Grad initiative forgets current students
Saying “bless you,” “gesund-
heit,” or any other response when 
someone sneezes is completely 
trivial and frivolous.
It is embarrassing that such 
dull behavior is not only consid-
ered commonplace in present-
society, but even polite.
I think it is safe to say that 
most people respond to another 
person’s sneeze because they 
think it is common courtesy or 
thoughtful; most probably haven’t 
given it much thought other than 
that. People, as well as I, had/
have gotten this idea because we 
are taught that it is just the thing 
to do, and that it is indeed polite 
or well-mannered to do so. 
This is an illusion.
Saying “bless you” has noth-
ing to do with being polite or 
showing common courtesy; it is 
nonsense. The origin of this be-
havior is covered in superstition 
and ancient customs that have 
somehow made it into modern 
culture.
People of old saw sneezing as 
a symptom of sickness or plague 
and therefore would “bless” oth-
ers to wish them well. This cus-
tom is mostly forgivable given 
that modern medicine is fairly 
new in the span of human history.
Some people today still con-
sider blessings and other super-
stitions to be effective means of 
recovery, but the majority wisely 
set aside their superstitions and 
confi de in man-made modern 
medicine.
It was also thought that the 
“soul” could escape the body as 
a result of sneezing or it would 
allow “evil spirits” to enter one’s 
body. Therefore, people would 
bless others who sneezed to 
thwart such occurrences.
A third silly belief is that 
the heart skips a beat when one 
sneezes; this one unfortunately 
persists to this very day. In this 
case the “bless you” is aimed at 
essentially congratulating one for 
continuing to live after their heart 
stopped.
What these three explana-
tions have in common is that 
they’re completely outdated and 
absolute drivel. If we can deter-
mine that conclusion, why do we 
persist on saying “bless you”? It 
is clearly empty of any meaning 
and therefore has nothing to do 
with being courteous or polite.
A main source of motiva-
tion to write this was the strong 
reaction I received amongst col-
leagues when I proclaimed my 
thoughts on this subject; they in-
sisted that it was all about being 
polite and thoughtful of others, 
yet could not give a single good 
reason as to how. It was inher-
ently polite and well-mannered, 
according to them. Considering 
that it has origins with intended 
meanings that have since been 
proven to be comical, I insist they 
are fl at-out wrong to maintain 
such a stance.
To help someone lift a heavy 
object is courteous. To open the 
door for someone, whose hands 
are full, is polite. To not sneeze 
on other people is to have good 
manners. In these instances you 
are actually doing a service to 
someone; you are actually act-
ing in a way that will affect them 
in a positive fashion. To exclaim 
“bless you” has no effect, liter-
ally. Any comfort that one expe-
riences as a result of being told 
“bless you” is merely a refl ection 
of how deep their illusion of the 
whole concept resides. To take is-
sue with the customs associated 
with sneezing may seem insig-
nifi cant, but it is indicative to a 
wider problem in society: people 
do not question things enough. 
People are content to do 
things simply because it is com-
mon or because “you’re supposed 
to.” There is an overwhelming 
sense of incuriosity that allows 
nonsense to persist generation 
after generation like excess bag-
gage.
Stop carrying it.
but only in transitional programs among 
fi rst-time freshmen.
Carly Rubio, a CSUSB fi fth year, 
is fi nding it harder to stay motivated in 
classes. Rubio said, “I’m losing all interest 
because the information given to me is so 
tedious and boring.”
Carly said that it felt like the “quality 
and excitement” of all her lower division 
classes has been lost in her upper division 
ones.
Though White said, “we [the CSU] 
will never compromise on quality,” we 
might already be suffering inequality.
California is facing a serious issue if 
its universities cannot meet its need for 
more graduates. 
Though Chancellor White’s initiative 
is outstanding and ambitious, it needs to 
address retaining the students already at-
tending CSU instead of bringing on new 
ones.
Graduates 
l ack  sk i l l s , 
employers 
l ack 
pat i ence
Saying “Bless you!” or not?
By DANIEL DeMARCO
Copy Editor
Continued from Pg. 1
off the responsibility of job training onto 
colleges and universities. “They’d prefer to 
hire candidates with industry-specifi c skills 
that help them hit the ground running, even 
if those candidates have less potential for fu-
ture growth,” said Gloria Larson, President 
of Bentley University. Michael Bledsoe, a 
college graduate interviewed by the Associ-
ated Press spoke about his experience with 
his job search and underemployment, saying 
employers often “questioned his lack of ex-
perience, or the practical worth of his major.”
 Obviously the majority of individuals 
who are fresh out of college have not had 
much experience outside of internships, but 
this is not reason to question the credibility 
of their degree.  
I believe colleges and universities are 
responsible for nurturing intelligent, critical 
thinking individuals, and it is the company’s 
responsibility to manage job training. 
Employers need to practice open-mind-
edness and confi dence that our school sys-
tems have created competent individuals 
who are ready to enter the workforce. 
I think we have also overlooked the role 
college graduates play in these statistics. 
When we scale it down to CSUSB stu-
dents, I don’t believe very many students are 
taking advantage of the resources that are 
available to them.  CSUSB alumni Jacob Sz-
erlip, who graduated last year and struggled 
with job placement, said, “not once through-
out my time in college did a counselor or 
professor discuss life following graduation. 
It was always present discussion upon sub-
jects in my major, not job placement.” Sz-
erlip also admitted that during his time at 
CSUSB, he did not visit the Career Center. 
The CSUSB Career Center offers a variety 
of tools that are of great value to students 
yet, in my opinion, are under-utilized, from 
resume writing, job search, and interviewing 
workshops, to help fi nding internships and 
graduate schools.
CSUSB Career Center’s new Interim 
Director, Christina Rodriguez, recognizes a 
lack of student traffi c in the Career Center, 
and said, “We will be doing a lot more en-
gagement with students.” 
Rodriguez also recommends that stu-
dents visit the Career Center during their 
freshman year, and continue to make visits 
throughout their schooling in order to reap 
the benefi ts and build relationships with their 
staff.  
I believe we can only begin to address 
these unemployment and underemployment 
rates of college grads when we stop pointing 
fi ngers and start taking responsibility for our 
role in these statistics.
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A triple homicide over a parking space is hardly newsworthy 
enough for national mass media coverage, but at best is a local 
news story. However throw in buzzwords like “Islamophobia,” 
“terrorism” and “hate crime” and now you have a juicy story that 
will be broadcast around the world. 
I don’t mean to diminish the value of the lives of the murder 
victims. Any murder is a heinous act that is both a tragedy for the 
victims and the families of the victims involved.
Craig Hicks is accused of killing three Muslim students at the 
apartment complex where both Hicks and the victims lived. The 
motives of the murder range from parking dispute to hate crime 
and even terrorism, which is absurd.
If an isolated triple homicide is now terrorism then the na-
tion has a serious terrorism problem in gang-ridden areas where 
the murder rates are much higher. When two gangs have a shootout 
in a public area, how is that not terrorism when compared to an 
isolated incident in an apartment complex? Regardless of the ter-
rorism debate the media jumped the gun after being pressured by 
social media to call the shooting a hate crime. 
According to the Chapel Hill police the incident may have 
been caused by a parking dispute but have yet to investigate the 
possibility of it being a hate crime.
Part of the reason many think the murders may be a hate crime 
is the pettiness of a parking dispute.
“This is the most common form of interpersonal violence! It 
never makes sense on paper! You’re talking about people who fail 
to regulate their emotional states. And they have, in the U.S., ready 
access to weaponry that makes it incredibly easy to kill someone 
impulsively,” said Sam Harris, author of Letter to a Christian Na-
tion, on his podcast regarding the Chapel Hill shooting.
Yes, Hicks has publicly mocked and denounced religion on 
his Facebook page and it is known that the murder victims were 
Muslim. 
However there is no evidence at the moment to call this a hate 
crime and a combination of confi rmation bias and the cry of “Is-
lamophobia” has been used to distort coverage of the incident. In 
my opinion, the issue of religion is irrelevant; evil people will do 
evil things. Whether you kill someone 
over a matter as petty as a parking space 
or their beliefs, it is evil. Many are now 
using this tragedy to advance the idea of 
“Islamophobia” towards critics of the 
Islamic religion.
People who call out Islam 
on its pattern of violence are 
suddenly “Islamophobes” as 
if Islam should be held above 
reproach. 
Although Islam is not the 
only religion with a violent 
history, it does not mean 
that Islam should be im-
mune from criticism. It 
is disturbing when any 
religious group uses 
their god to commit 
acts of terrorism such 
as the Charlie Hebdo 
attack, ISIS behead-
ings, Christians bomb-
ing abortion clinics, 
the Crusades and the 
Holocaust which was 
motivated by Hitler’s 
Catholicism.
The term Islamo-
phobia should be re-
served for those who 
commit acts of terror 
against Muslims merely 
because they’re Muslims, 
not for journalists, professors, 
actors, or others publicly 
addressing the systemic 
violence and atrocities 
committed in the name of 
Islam.
Journalists need accountability
Media  creates 
I s lamophob ia  hype
“Seek truth and report it. Minimize harm. Act 
independently. Be accountable.”
This is the journalistic code of ethics, the guide-
lines that journalists are meant to abide to bring the 
truth to the people, according the Society of Profes-
sional Journalists.
These very rules are what keep journalists held 
accountable for their actions.
They are not meant to lie and deceive the pub-
lic, like journalist Brian Williams is under fi re for 
doing. 
For a whopping 12 years Williams reported a lie 
about his news team being shot down in a helicopter 
called ‘Chinook,’ in Iraq, by a rocket-propelled gre-
nade (RPG) according to Rolling Stone magazine.
His lie led the people to believe that the heli-
copter he was fl ying in was “crippled” by the RPG.
Different stories about what actually happened 
that day have surfaced.  For instance, Rolling Stone 
magazine reports the pilot fl ying the actual helicop-
ter hit by the RPG wrote on his Facebook that “Wil-
liams and his camera team didn’t show up until an 
hour later.”
According to Rolling Stone magazine, Williams 
has been “suspended without pay for six months.”
Since there are a number of people behind Wil-
liams that keep the production running, Williams is 
the face of the entire operation and can not simply 
state he did not write up the report. 
It would throw the entire NBC operation in 
shambles, ruining their credibility.
There are multiple instances where organiza-
tions have reported lies or tweaked the truth simply 
for a more interesting story.
What I believe is another reason Williams did 
not report that he did not write up the story would 
be that he did not want to look like Peter Arnett, a 
former broadcast journalist for CNN in 1998.
A story came out, “The Valley of Death”, that 
dealt with Operation Tailwind, a covert invasion 
conducted during the Vietnam War. 
Secrets came out and everyone that was in-
volved in reporting a lie about the story was fi red, 
according to Rolling Stone magazine. 
What scorched Arnett’s reputation fully, in my 
opinion, was him claiming that he supplied “not one 
comma” to the script. 
When you do not accept responsibility for your 
own mistakes, lies, or mishaps, you are a coward.
Although Williams ignored the golden rules of 
being a good journalist, he dealt with his lie and is 
trying to save face by keeping quiet, and I respect 
that.
Many journalists get caught in small lies and 
mishaps all the time. Williams’ ‘mishap’ just so 
happened to cost NBC roughly 700,000 viewers ac-
cording to the New York Post.
It should be common sense to trust your news 
outlet to report the truth.  Should journalistic integ-
rity be something people automatically presume 
they are getting when listening to a journalist?
We, as journalists, are taught to uphold the 
highest standards of media, to report the truth and 
to educate the people. It is also our job to hold ac-
countable reporters like Williams and Arnett whose 
lies may diminish the credibility of other journalists.
If more people actively engage in the news and 
practice media literacy, dishonest journalists would 
not stand a chance.
Hicks is charged on three 
counts of  fi rst-degree mur-
der for killing his three 
neighbors over a parking 
dispute. There is public dis-
pute about Hicks personal 
motives for murdering the 
victims.
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Facebook had a change of heart and will now allow 
you to “immortalize” yourself.
Users will be able to designate a page administrator 
who, upon your death, will be restricted on what he or she 
may do with your profi le.
Prior to this new feature, Facebook would freeze 
the deceased person’s profi le, turning it into a memorial. 
Though the profi le would still exist, nothing could be add-
ed or modifi ed.
Facebook announced on their blog, after spending 
time talking to people who have experienced a loss, the 
appropriate way to sympathize with users is by showing 
support with developing the “Legacy Contact.”
The idea of this feature was established with the help 
of researcher Jed Brubaker, a Ph.D. doctoral candidate at 
UC Irvine.
“We’ve seen people use Facebook to grieve a person 
who has passed away, to remember that person, and to cel-
ebrate their life. It became clear to us that we could do 
more,” said Spokesman Andy Stone.
When users pick the person, they have the option to 
send an immediate personalized message or the default 
message that reads “Since you know me well and I trust 
you, I chose you. Please let me know if you want to talk 
about this.”
Alternatively, you may ask Facebook to wait and no-
tify the “Legacy Contact” that they are the new adminis-
trator once you are dead.
“When I told my sister, I jokingly told her not to go 
through my things and keep me looking cool,” said student 
Tanya Gibbons, “She responded with, ‘I’m going to delete 
it, that just sounds depressing.’”
As demonstrated on the site’s blog, the designated 
person may write a post to display at the top of the me-
“San Bernardino County alone, in 
2013, has had 11,000 cases of Chlamydia 
and 2,048 cases of Gonorrhea. One out of 
four college students reported having some 
form of sexually transmitted disease,” said 
Judi Cruz, health education educator.
Let’s Talk about Sex was a successful, 
informative event allowing students to ask 
their inner-most embarrassing questions 
about sex, love, and the most effective way 
to stay safe when having sex with their 
partners.
Cruz did not hold anything back when 
talking about sex . . . and neither did the 
students.
The event was presented by the San-
tos Manuel Student Union, Cross Cultural 
Center, in collaboration with the Student 
Health Center.
The topic of the discussion--sex--al-
lowed Cruz to fully open the fl oor for can-
did discussion.
The evening covered consequences of 
unprotected sex, providing relative statis-
tics that left audiences with no questions 
regarding the importance of practicing safe 
intercourse.
Cruz said that it’s imperative for ev-
eryone to be fully aware of the pressure of 
advertisements that gear towards sexual 
intercourse.
“We live in a society that uses sex to 
sell everything from lipstick to laptops,” 
said Cruz.
This event brought a full house, fi ll-
ing more than 300 seats with students and 
guests. Sophomore Elizabeth said she left 
home 30 minutes early to get a good seat 
and not have to deal with waiting in line 
but was still faced with students awaiting 
entrance to the event.
“When walking in to the event it felt 
like a high school dance. There was a live 
YO
UR
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IMMORTALIS NOWPERSONA
Coyotes & Safe Sex
morialized timeline (for example, announce a memorial 
service or share a special message), respond to friend re-
quests, and update the profi le photo.
The “Legacy Contacts” may have access to down-
loading archives, including photos, posts, and information 
if allowed by the user.
The person taking over your account will not have 
access to view personal messages or change your account 
settings.
“I would want mine deleted. What’s the point? I’m 
dead,” said Kathy Vanegas. “I don’t want people to dwell 
on ‘how funny I was.’ Move on and live on the memories 
created instead.”
However, you may choose to have your profi le de-
leted once Facebook is notifi ed of your death.
“The most gratifying aspect of Facebook’s new 
features is knowing these changes will make Facebook 
a more supportive space for people during challenging 
times,” said Brubaker.
Facebook is not the fi rst site to give an option on who 
or what will take over your digital assets after you die.
In 2013, Google introduced the Inactive Account 
Manager that also gives users the option to pick a des-
ignated person to take over a Gmail account, as well as 
documents in Google Drive.
To assign a Legacy Contact: Choose Security Set-
tings > Legacy contact located at the bottom of the page. 
Who will you choose to continue your digital afterlife?
DJ, loud music and a stage that looked like 
a dance fl oor,” said alumnus Christopher.
“This event will provide the perfect 
venue to discuss and teach you how to pro-
tect your health,” said Cruz.
“I want students to feel completely 
comfortable talking about whatever they 
please. There are no rules except that they 
will respect the viewpoints of others,” add-
ed Cruz.
Elizabeth also said her parents were 
very happy she was attending this on-cam-
pus event due to them not wanting to talk 
to her about such a sensitive topic.
Sabrina Fimbi also said this event was 
an extra credit opportunity but developed a 
better understanding about sexually trans-
mitted diseases.
Furthermore, Fimbi spoke of people 
having sexual intercourse, but not having a 
clear understanding of the risks.
Sophomore Eduardo Cervantes, a 
worker for the Student Health Center, 
heard about the event through his depart-
ment and was excited to be part of it.
“Not only did I learn the steps to take 
with safe sex, but I also learned how to put 
together an event,” said Cervantes.
Cruz is available in her offi ce if you 
have questions or simply would like some-
one to engage in dialogue. Her offi ce is lo-
cated in the Student Health Center.
Let’s Talk about Sex ended with Cruz 
passing out brochures and Hershey’s Kiss-
es and, of course, she made it rain con-
doms.
Facebook
Photo courtesy of galleryhip.com
Through the “Legacy Contact”, Facebook users may designate friends or family to utilize their account after death. Users are able to restrict certain features.
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“Fifty-one percent of employers who research job 
candidates on social media said they’ve found content that 
caused them to not hire the candidate,” according to ca-
reerbuilder.com.
One Texas teen, known only by her Twitter name Cel-
la, was given a hard dose of reality when the information 
she posted on Twitter was found by her employer, Robert 
Waple, according to Daily News.
“Ew, I start this f**k a** job tomorrow,” tweeted 
Cella.
“[Business owner] Robert Waple saw the message 
and swiftly booted the rookie pizza maker,” according to 
Daily News.
“No, you don’t start that FA job today! I just fi red 
you! Good luck with your no money, no job life!” tweeted 
Waple shortly after.
Cella was fi red before her fi rst day of work.
It is not an uncommon practice for businesses to turn 
away job candidates or reprimand current employees 
based off posts on their social media accounts.
“Social media screening is one way to enhance the 
background check to determine whether a candidate 
should be hired,” according to Jonathan Segal, a contribut-
ing editor for the Society for Human Resource Manage-
ment.
Some information posted on these sites can prove to 
be a lawful or benefi cial factor in the decision process of 
hiring a potential candidate, stated Segal.
Five Coyotes were asked for their opinion on the story 
about Cella and if they believe employers should have the 
right to search through possible job candidate’s social me-
dia profi les. Students Cesar Perez, Alazzia Gaoay, Bryan 
Malagon, and Amanda Fernandez agreed that Waple was 
in the wrong for fi ring Cella over Twitter.
“I think he should have fi red her in a more profes-
sional manner,” stated Perez.
“He should have talked to her fi rst. One tweet doesn’t 
determine her character,” said Fernandez.
When asked if the students have posted anything on 
Facebook or Twitter that may have presented their job in 
a negative image, three of the fi ve students answered yes.
There were mixed feelings from the CSUSB students 
about whether or not employers should be able to judge a 
prospective employee based off their Twitter or Facebook 
accounts.
“I don’t think it’s fair,” stated Malagon. “We have the 
First Amendment that gives us the freedom of speech and 
to express any feelings we want.”
Perez takes an opposing view on the matter.
“I think it is fair for employers to view people’s social 
media posts to get an idea of who they are hiring and how 
they might represent their company,” stated Perez.
Student Meisha Thompson also agreed that employ-
ers should have the ability to search through a person’s 
social media to ensure the company is not being harmed 
by any information posted on these sites.
While most of the interviewed students did not have 
viewing restrictions set on their social media profi les, they 
all agreed that people should take caution about what they 
post on the Internet.
Spring time is just around the corner, 
which means your skin is on high alert and 
in need of a face mask that will help nour-
ish and care for it.
That’s right, that means everybody, so 
it is only right to learn a few tricks before it 
gets too out of hand.
Not everybody has the same skin, so 
it’s only fair to let everybody learn a few 
easy tricks to help their specifi c skin type.
Homemade masks are not only amaz-
ing for your face, but it even leaves you 
saving tons on expensive face products.
Each mask is super easy and can be 
done in as little as fi ve to 15 minutes. How 
amazing is that?
Mask for all skin types
The ingredients include avocado, 
grapefruit, lemon juice, and cornmeal (oat-
meal may be a substitute).
Blend together 1/4 avocado, one tbsp. 
of grapefruit (pulp & juice), one tbsp. of 
cornmeal (or oatmeal), and 1/2 tsp. lemon 
juice.
Make sure to scrub or smear it onto 
your face in a circular motion, ensuring it 
spreads evenly.
You might resemble Shrek, but don’t 
fret, even he has amazing skin.
Leave the face mask on for 10 to 15 
minutes, rinse off with warm water, and 
pat-dry your face with a clean towel.
I always make sure to do this two to 
three times a week before bed—it works 
miracles.
Mask for oily skin
The ingredients include Besan (gram 
fl our), plain yogurt, and your standard 
honey.
Mix together the two tsp. of besan, 
three tsp. of yogurt, and 1/4 tsp. of honey.
Once mixed thoroughly, apply evenly 
on your face. It should stay on for a mini-
mum of fi ve minutes.
You may receive amazing results if 
you maintain it as a routine.
There is also the option of making 
it into a weekly facial instead, and this is 
done by leaving it on for 20 minutes once 
a week.
What’s great about this mask is it acts 
as a cleanser and hydrater. Boom!
That means it removes dirt and make-
up residue, which also reduces the oil on 
your skin.
Mask for dry skin
It is an easy mixture of egg whites and 
lemon juice.
By blending these two mixtures and 
rubbing it into your skin, you’re left with a 
silky smooth mask that will harden.
It shrinks pores, tightening your face 
like a back-alley facelift.
Leave the mask on for a maximum of 
30 minutes and just rinse off with warm 
water.
This is used to tighten pores and re-
move black heads, while simultaneously 
hydrating your skin, which helps maintain 
the youth and elasticity in your skin.
Mask for acne
When I see a breakout coming on, I 
whip out the lemon and almond oil and 
get to work, mixing the juice of one lem-
on with 1/4 cup of almond oil, creating a 
smooth applicator.
This mask exfoliates and moisturizes 
and you can feel it working almost instant-
ly.
In roughly 10-minutes time, rinse with 
warm water and gently dry with a squeaky-
clean towel.
After any facial, it is always recom-
mended to moisturize with a cream com-
plementary to your skin type.
No matter the harsh seasonal condi-
tions coming your way, these facials may 
help these undesirable epidermal condi-
tions stay away.
texas teen fired 
over twitter feed
Facial Masks
By ANNA GONZALES
Staff  Writer
By CAMILLIA DEBABNEH
Staff  Writer
You’r
e 
Fired
Camillia Debabneh  | Chronicle Photos
Student Amelia Murillo prepares and applies the quick and affordable avocado mask in the comfort of  her home. Composed of  avocado, grapefruit, lemon juice, and cornmeal, this particular facial mask is benefi cial to those of  all skin types.
Cella
@Cella_ Ew I start this f*** a** job 
tomorrow
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New York Fashion Week
Kanye West, or how most know him, Yeezus, 
premiered his most anticipated clothing collection at 
the spectacular New York Fashion Week on Feb. 12
For months, Mr. West, the man of many ambi-
tions and names, riled up his fans with talk of his 
collaboration with Adidas.
Throughout February, West went on a tweeting 
spree, releasing snippets of up-and-coming projects 
that left his minions grasping for more.
“Only One” featuring Paul McCartney, was the 
fi rst video to release on Dec. 31, which featured a 
precious picture of the mini Kimye, North West.
The following week, West made a surprise ap-
pearance on “The Ellen DeGeneres Show”, to reveal 
the video of “Only One”, directed by Spike Jones, 
which is expected on his untitled 7th solo album.
On Feb. 5, he took to Twitter to release a link to 
his website, Yeesuz. Supply and a countdown that 
lead to Feb. 12.
West continued his streak of tweets practically 
everyday until the countdown ended; tweeting a 
picture of a stage blue print and a couple of words 
including the countdown, “printing invites”, “hair 
and makeup”, “camera angles”, “Access granted. 
Reserve now. #YEEZYBOOST.”
Finally the wait ended. Yeezy Boost, West’s 
shoe design was fi nally announced on Feb. 13 before 
the Grammys.
Kim Kardashian, West’s wife, released pictures 
via her Instagram of the new Yeezy store in NYC, 
which threw West fans into a deeper loophole.
Iconic designers and stars, Beyoncé, Jay-Z, 
Anna Wintour, Rihanna, Alexandra Wang and Justin 
Bieber sat front and center to support the designer’s 
runway show.
The large, dark room was in complete silence 
until West introduced Yeezy Season One and con-
fessed his love towards evolving as a creative de-
signer.
“It’s about, when I was on Earth, what did I do 
to help? I want people to feel like it’s okay to cre-
ate and follow what their dreams are, and not feel 
boxed-in,” said West.
West went into depth about the hesitation every 
fi eld faces and the lack of creativity artists have.
Faces of the crowded room began to brighten as 
the fl orescent lights above fl ickered on.
Sixty models of all sorts stood emotionless in 
rows while a constant deep horn played in the back-
ground.
The clothing was a series of light full-body leg-
gings and lengthy camo jackets, which were paired 
with the Yeezy Boost and custom-made heels for the 
ladies.
The tights were so transparent that some outfi ts 
made you take a second glance to ensure that models 
were actually wearing clothes.
With an exclusive interview with Style maga-
zine, West was asked about the amount of clothing 
pieces being sold in his limited edition collection.
West replied, “I hate the concept of limited edi-
tion [...] I hate the concept of separatism. We’re all 
equal.”
He added, “I’m not here for this to be about me. 
I’m here to help people. I’m here to help the 14-year-
old version of myself that couldn’t afford s***.”
This collection describes West’s version of the 
future. In an interview with MTV, West said, “If any-
one reviews the show poorly [...] I feel sorry that 
they don’t have a vision of what the future holds.”
He added, “I’m only concerned with making 
beautiful products available to as many people as 
possible.”
This is only the beginning of many other sea-
sons West intends to express his creative endeavors 
in fashion.
By DALAL MUSEITEF
Asst. Features Editor
Kanye West gets his designs on the New York Fashion week runway. Sixty models, including West, stood emotionless in rows; they wore interesting designs that included full body skin tone leggings, and camo jackets paired with Yeezy Boost.
Photo courtesy of Style 
Photo courtesy of Yimg 
Kanye’s creativity
at
Photo courtesy of
celebmafi a.com
Full body skin tone 
leggings were 
paired with Yeezy 
Boost’s and custom-
made heels for the 
ladies. 
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Small screen to catwalk
Jamie Brewer made history as the fi rst 
actress with Down syndrome to walk down 
the runway in New York Fashion Week on 
Feb. 12.
Many know Brewer for her various 
roles on the acclaimed T.V. series “Ameri-
can Horror Story.”
“I’ve actually always admired Jamie 
Brewer,” said student Hannah Weaver. 
“I’ve always thought she was an especially 
amazing actress, given her disability. Now, 
I admire her even more. She really rocked 
it. She is a real role model.”
I, too, admire Brewer after seeing her 
strut down the runway.
She brought so much energy that 
night, and made it look fun, not serious.
She kept pointing to the audience for 
applause and kept a huge, eccentric smile 
on her face.
She looked absolutely beautiful that 
night.
Brewer was featured walking for de-
signer Carrie Hammer’s show entitled 
“Role Models Not Runway Models”.
She walked in a dress that Hammer ac-
tually called “The Jamie.”
“What I love about Jamie is that hav-
ing Down syndrome is so not a large part 
of her identity. She is fi rst a famous actress, 
a talented writer, beautiful woman and [In-
tellectual an Developmental Disabilities] 
activist,” the designer told The Huffi ngton 
Post in an e-mail.
Brewer has an impressive history. 
She attended The Groundings Theatre and 
School before her debut on the television 
series “American Horror Story.”
The Groundlings is a small, but well-
known comedy and acting school, respon-
sible for the careers of many famous actors 
and comedians such as Conan O’Brien, 
Jimmy Fallon, Kristen Wiig, and more.
In my opinion, Brewer walking the 
runway is the best thing to happen in the 
history of the New York Fashion Week.
She has helped break the norm, intro-
duce something new, and prove that noth-
ing can hold you back from achieving your 
dreams.
“It’s amazing that the fashion industry 
are including individuals with disabilities,” 
Brewer told Entertainment Weekly.
Not only is she serving as a role model 
to young women, teaching them to forget 
about their insecurities, but also showing 
people that she is no different from others.
Our society can stop looking down on 
those who are different from us. 
Like Hammer said, Down syndrome 
is not a large part of Brewer’s identity, so 
we need to stop identifying people by their 
disorders.
Student Victoria Sanchez said, “I feel 
like people tend to avoid those with genetic 
disorders, maybe because they’re afraid of 
being unable to carry a conversation, or I 
don’t know, but they really are just like the 
rest of us.”
Brewer has without a doubt, made his-
tory with her presence in this year’s New 
York Fashion Week, and I am excited to 
see how her infl uence changes the fashion 
industry.
By NADIA AHMAD
Staff  Writer
Photo courtesy of 
nydailynews.com
Jaime Brewer 
made New York 
Fashion Week 
history by 
becoming the fi rst 
actress with Down 
syndrome to walk 
down the runway.
By ALANA ROCHE’
Staff  Writer
Rap artist Drake surprised his fans 
with a 17-song mixtape that he released 
without warning on Feb. 13.
Drake released the mixtape If You’re 
Reading This It’s Too Late on the 6th an-
niversary of So far gone. He posted a 
picture of the mixtape cover on Insta-
gram to inform his fans of the release. 
He released it as a mixtape but it is 
now available as an album on iTunes.
According to Billboard.com 
Drake’s mixtape is already No. 1 on Bill-
board 200 and is already setting records. 
If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late
sold 495,000 copies in its fi rst chart 
week, beating Fifty Shades of Grey’s
soundtrack and is No. 2 on the largest 
sales week for an R&B/hip-hop album 
since Beyoncé’s surprise self-titled al-
bum.
Just a day before dropping the mix-
tape, Drake released a 15-minute fi lm 
titled “Jungle” which is also the title of 
a song on his new mixtape. The video 
begins with Drake talking about where 
he is at in life at this point.
 It follows him from Los Angeles 
back to his hometown, Toronto, Canada. 
While in Los Angeles he said, “We’re 
out here staying up so late that it’s early. 
Like, f—k. I’m not losing it though, you 
know, I’m just venting.” 
He then makes it back to Toronto 
and is shown connecting with his friends 
and shows that he is very closely con-
nected to his hometown. 
He has a very nostalgic dream while 
in Toronto and ends with parts of a song. 
When “Jungle” was initially re-
leased, it was unclear what song it was 
but since he released his mixtape it is 
now known that it was a clip of his song 
“Jungle.”
The fi rst song on the mixtape is ti-
tled “Legend” and features Lil Wayne; 
Drake goes on to talk about why he, 
himself, is a legend. 
He talks about how other rappers 
aren’t better than him.
The song “You & The 6” is a pre-
view of what to expect in Drake’s up-
coming album “Views from the 6.”
 The song is a conversation with 
his mother,  who says she gets “Google 
alerts to her phone” and that she’s wor-
ried about him. Drake said, “This is a 
crazy life, but you and the 6 raised me 
right” showing that the 6 is where he is 
from and I believe he is likely referring 
to Toronto.
Drake’s mixtape was a pleasant sur-
prise that has received a lot of positive 
reviews. Rolling Stone online said, “For 
the fi rst time in his career Drake doesn’t 
sound like he wants to be remembered 
as one of the greats. This time, he just 
is.”
CSUSB student Desirae Reynoso 
said, “I have always loved Drake so 
when I heard his mixtape came out, I 
bought it without even listening to the 
preview!”
If Drake’s mixtape If You’re Read-
ing This It’s Too Late is a preview of 
what we can expect from his upcom-
ing album, View from the 6 that will be 
released sometime in July, I have high 
expectations and can’t wait to see what 
is released.
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If You’re Reading 
This It’s Too late
Fifty Shades of Grey earned $100 mil-
lion in the U.S. and $300 million world-
wide after its opening week, according 
to Forbes, but the opinions of its sexual 
content, characterization, and plot are scat-
tered.
The fi lm depicts the character of Anas-
tasia Steele (Dakota Johnson) encountering 
Christian Grey (Jamie Dornan). Grey is a 
wealthy, successful man, who starts an inti-
mate relationship which explores the prac-
tice of bondage, discipline, submission, 
domination, and sadomasochism (BDSM), 
which he introduces Anastasia to.
“What I love is that it has brought the 
fetish BDSM/kink community up close and 
personal to what we call the ‘vanilla’ gen-
eral public,” said Mistress Hudsy Hawn, 
a professional Los Angeles domme and 
BDSM advocate/educator, in a BuzzFeed 
YouTube video.
“BDSM is not just about pain. It actu-
ally can be very connected and emotional 
and freeing...It’s very freeing to just let go, 
let someone else take over. In your person-
al life. If it’s consensual with you and your 
partner, anything goes,” continued Hawn.
While Hawn sees the movie as an 
informative representation of the BDSM 
culture, others think that the fi lm misrep-
resented BDSM, and gave it a negative im-
age.
“I don’t think it depicted BDSM well, 
mainly because it made me question why 
people enjoy pain like that,” said Ja-
onathan Abad, a CSUSB third year. “It 
looked like she was more in pain than en-
joying it, making it seem like she only did 
it because that’s what he wanted. There’s a 
limit to that kind of thing, and I think he 
took it too far. He was so controlling.”
The debate over the BDSM 
content of the fi lm has gone as far as 
arguments that BDSM is a catalyst 
for domestic violence.
“I can understand why people would 
view it as abusive, but it was consensual,” 
said Carly Willard, a fi rst-year graduate 
student at CSUSB. “I don’t feel like he had 
power over her. She had the full control 
and could have opted out at any time. What 
they shared was something that was very 
intimate, and if BDSM is an intimate pref-
erence, then so be it. It is what it is.”
Putting judgments about BDSM aside, 
the mise en scene of Fifty Shades of Grey 
is packed with beautiful aerial views of 
Seattle,Washington, contrasting colors of 
black and white spaces and cinematogra-
phy that fl ows well from scene-to-scene.
The scenes that contained conversa-
tion had crisp, clear light and scenes where 
no words were spoken were fi lled with 
shadows and calm, ambient lighting.
“The virginity scene is something 
that is so beautiful,” said actress Dakota 
Johnson in an interview with Access Hol-
lywood. “And the way that [cinematogra-
pher] Seamus [McGarvey] and [director] 
Sam [Taylor-Johnson] shot that scene, it’s 
really incredible. And the colors! It’s so 
saturated, and then just watching a really 
profound moment in a young girl’s life, I 
think that was pretty special to do.”
The vibrant hues of red were sparingly 
used in the fi lm, and were limited to certain 
objects 
and settings, such as the color of Anasta-
sia’s new car from Christian, and Chris-
tian’s locked bondage room.
The script was both comedic and emo-
tional, and the actors voiced their lines 
smoothly and powerfully, making certain 
lines stand out, especially during dramatic 
moments of dialogue.
Monique Huerta, a fi rst-year gradu-
ate student, said “I read the books, and I 
thought it was good, but I felt like those 
who didn’t read the books defi nitely got 
ripped off. There are so many dynamics to 
the story that the movie left out.”
With key story details left out, the 
characterization of not only Anastasia and 
Christian suffered, but their supporting 
roles, which the book fl ourished in, lacked 
depth. 
“However, I do think the movie did 
a good job portraying the ending,” said 
Huerta. “Since the book is read through 
Anastasia’s perspective, there are parts 
where Christian’s emotions are not explic-
itly described, so the fi lm made the ending 
more emotional and illustrated his feelings 
well from his point of view.”
“I almost felt like he didn’t like it, 
which is something that wasn’t described 
in the book. It hurt him to hurt her, and that 
showed the opening of a new relationship,” 
continued Huerta.
According to CSUSB students, the 
majority of the fi lm was average, except 
for the ending.
“I liked it from beginning to middle, 
but the ending was disappointing,” said 
student Helen Cash. “It left their issues up 
in the air, so now I’m left with so many 
questions about their relationship.” 
The second installment of the Fifty 
Shades Trilogy, Fifty Shades Darker, has 
not been announced as set for produc-
tion, but with grossing success at the 
box offi ce and average reviews from 
the public.
 The future looks bright for 
Fifty Shades of Grey Darker.
By BREE REYES
Staff  Writer
Fantasy behind innocent face
Anastasia Steele (Dakota Johnson) and Christian Grey (Jaime Dornan) on the set of  Fifty shades of  Grey during the scene where Christian Grey gives Anastasia a brand new red Audi A3
Photo courtesy of MTV 
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Saturday Night Live turns 40
Jimmy Fallon and Justin Timberlake 
introduced the 40th Anniversary Special 
of Saturday Night Live (SNL), with a 
montage medley of famous catch phrases 
throughout the historic television series 
like “schweddy balls” and “d**k in a box.”
The special started with a live red-car-
pet event which included, Eddie Murphy, 
Tina Fey, Will Ferrell, Betty White, Whoo-
pi Goldberg, Jim Carrey, Dave Chappelle, 
Sarah Palin, Jon Bon Jovi, Taylor Swift, 
Paul Simon, Alec Baldwin, Amy Poehler, 
and many more.
The exclusive audience was made up 
of past and present cast members, special 
guest hosts, and unforgettable musical per-
forming artists.
Lorne Michaels, SNL’s producer, even 
made an appearance at the event.
The television series, which broad-
casts every Saturday night on NBC, has 
been a staple in America’s comedic enter-
tainment ever since 1975.
One of the night’s most interesting 
moments was when clips were played from 
different auditions.
 It included favorites such as Phil 
Hartman, Seth Meyers, and Gilda Radner.
It also included  those who auditioned 
but didn’t make the cut like Stephen Col-
bert and Kevin Hart.
Music performances by Miley Cyrus, 
Paul McCartney, and Kanye West took 
By IVANNA CARLOS
Staff  Writer
place throughout the special.
West started his performance laying 
fl at on the stage.
  This made for a different moment of 
visual excitement to the special.
My favorite part of the show was 
Maya Rudolph doing an outstanding im-
pression of the one and only Beyoncé. 
She showed us exactly what SNL is 
all about and what it is known for, keeping 
people entertained and creating non-stop 
laughs.
It was entertaining to see Jane Curtin, 
Fey, and Poehler get together and perform 
“Weekend Update.”
What came back funnier than ever was 
“The Californians” skit with originals like 
Bill Hader, Kristen Wiig, Fred Armisen, 
Taran Killam, Kenan Thompson, Vanessa 
Bayer, and special guest Bradley Cooper, 
Swift, White, Kerry Washington, and Lara-
ine Newman, which added a special twist.
What was funniest and caught me 
off guard was at the end of the skit when 
White and Cooper made out, which also 
defi nitely surprised the audience.
For most viewers that keep up with 
SNL, the 40th Anniversary Special was a 
recap of highlights, performances, popular 
skits, and popular hosts over the years.
 For viewers who are not too familiar 
with the show, it was still a good laugh.
If you didn’t catch SNL’s 40th Anni-
versary Special, then you defi nitely missed 
out. It was defi nitely the topic of conversa-
tion and something worth watching.
Saturday Night Live celebrated their 40th Anniversary by having a special episode that included past and present cast members, special guest hosts and great musical performances.
Photo courtesy of Vulture
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By EMMANUEL VALADEZ 
Staff  Writer 
The 2015 NBA All Star Weekend and it was one to 
remember for many years.
The NBA All Star Weekend is a weekend-long festi-
val that occurs once a year that gives all of the players and 
coaching staff of the NBA an opportunity to rest during the 
grueling season. 
The festival consisted of several events and special 
performances by famous artists such as Ariana Grande, 
Christina Aguilera, and Nicki Minaj.
This year’s All Star Weekend took place at Madison 
Square Garden in New York City.
The Three-Point and Slam Dunk contests were two 
very popular events this year.
The Three-Point contest had some of the best shooters 
in years, such as Stephen Curry and Klay Thompson (aka 
“The Splash Brothers”), Kyrie Irving, and Kyle Korver.
Curry scored a monstrous 27 points in the fi nal round, 
while making 13 shots in a row to win the Three-Point 
contest.
While the Slam Dunk contest was the main event of 
the night, it has been under a lot of scrutiny the past few 
years as it lacked originality.
Zach LaVine redeemed the reputation of the contest 
by showcasing his dunking ability and fi nesse on Saturday 
night.
The 19-year-old guard won the dunk contest while 
putting on a great show.
He starting things off by passing the ball to himself, 
catching it in mid air and doing a reverse between-the-
legs dunk. LaVine did a similar pass to himself on the next 
dunk. However, when he caught the ball in mid-air, he put 
it around his back and dunked it through the hoop.
This type of dunk has never been done before in the 
dunk contest, and people were on their feet cheering.
Victor Oladipo, who fi nished in second place, per-
formed an explosive 540 degree spin dunk.
The NBA All Star Game took place the next night, 
consisting of the NBA’s best players battling against each 
other; East vs. West.
Russell Westbrook broke an all-time All Star Game 
record for most points scored in a half with 27.
Westbrook helped the West team win with his MVP-
caliber performance, scoring 41 points.
The fi nal score was 163-158.
With the NBA All Star Weekend over, the players 
head into the last half of the season.
The 2014-2015 season has been a competitive one, 
with 12 teams winning 60 percent of their games.
The Golden State Warriors and Atlanta Hawks cur-
rently have the two best records in the NBA.
They are defi nitely underdogs, due to their long his-
tory of losing records and failed playoff appearances.
The two teams have always been overshadowed by 
successful franchises like the Lakers, Celtics, and the 
Knicks.
However, those teams are struggling this year with 
losing records, especially the Knicks, who have the worst 
record in the NBA, 10-43.
Keep an eye on players like James Harden and Curry, 
who are at the top of the MVP discussion.
NBA All-Star weekend
Photo courtesy of CSUSB Athletics
Nicole Nobbe batting a staggering .727 (16-22) and recording a .793 on base percentage from the leadoff  spot. The Merced native scored at least one run in every game with four multiple run-scoring contests and fi nished the week with 12.
Photos courtesy of ESPN
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By JACQUES LEE 
Staff  Writer 
games will serve as learning experiences, and will allow them to focus on what needs 
improvement. 
Don Parnell is the head coach for CSUSB’s baseball team.
Parnell was very athletic growing up and he played basketball, football, and base-
ball.
“I guess it had to do with having a lot coaches infl uence me growing up. Those were 
the most important people to me,” he said about why he became a coach 
Although he is not completely satisfi ed with the team’s performance, he is happy to 
assure that his team has been working hard and that the previous games before CCAA 
play will give his players the confi dence they need.
However, he continued, “I don’t expect us to be playing to full potential for another 
10 games, and unfortunately in our conference that can be an issue, but we know we can 
compete and we can only get better and better.” 
The lack of a fi eld on campus is not ideal, and the baseball team believes that having 
one would increase student support.
There also seems to be a lack of chemistry on the fi eld, owing to many new players. 
It remains to be seen how the chemistry will develop. 
Despite their 2-7 record in the preseason, they have made a lot of improvements and 
have considered these games preparation for the CCAA conference.
For accurate statistics, standings, and scheduling, please visit the online CSUSB 
Baseball sports website. 
It remains to be seen how far the Coyotes will go this season. 
Continued from Pg. 16
Coyote baseball brings positive attitude to fi eld
Personal trainers work with their clients to get maximum results in physical and mental health through the means of 
fi tness.
The CSUSB, Student Recreation and 
Fitness Center (Rec Center) offers students 
a chance to get in shape with the aid of a 
personal trainer.
If you want to become a client to one 
of these trainers, you do have to pay a price.
There are different price scales set up 
for one-on-one sessions with trainers based 
on the amount of hourly sessions you want 
to book.
For a bulk of four sessions, it is $20 a 
session; if you want to bulk together fi ve to 
nine sessions, it is $18 a session; and if you 
want to bulk together 10 or more sessions, 
it is $16 a session.
Emily Hill is one of the many featured 
trainers you can work with.
Hill has been a personal trainer at 
CSUSB for about two years and said she 
loves the work she is doing here.
“I have had a background in health 
and fi tness and I love being healthy and ac-
tive and I want to share that joy and health 
with other people and I fi nd that it’s a good 
fi t for me to teach others how to be healthy 
and enjoy it and just have a better life-
style,” said Hill about wanting to become 
a trainer. 
She is a kinesiology major with a dual 
concentration in exercise science and pre-
physical therapy, and even though she has 
been a trainer for about two years, this 
isn’t her fi nal stop in the world of physical 
health and fi tness.
“This is my fi rst step in the door, so 
this is really giving me a good base for me 
to expand my knowledge, get some good 
experience, be creative, and this is getting 
me ready for a physical therapy program so 
it’s in the right direction for me,” said Hill. 
Hill always tries to keep each indi-
vidual client motivated in their own way, 
while knowing that every person reacts in 
a different way to their own fi tness.
“Every client is different,” said Hill.
“They all respond to different stimuli 
and different motivation, but you always 
have to be positive and encouraging and 
providing constructive criticism,” Hill 
continued, “making sure they have a good 
knowledge base, not just telling them what 
to do but they understand why we’re do-
ing it, so they can carry it on their own as 
well.” 
Hill will take on between 10 and 12 
clients a week even though she is limited 
on the number of hours she is allowed to 
work due to the school’s policy on students 
working more than 20 hours a week.
Hill seeing her clients get results is the 
right amount of motivation she needs to 
keep herself going.
“I’ve seen results in myself working 
out and those results are what drive me to 
keep pushing myself, and as soon as my 
clients see results as well,” continued Hill, 
“They get so motivated and excited we just 
keep going and going. I feel like once we 
hit that fi rst step there is no stopping us,” 
said Hill.
Emily Hill: Personal Trainer
Jacques Lee | Chronicle Photo
Rec Center personal trainer Emily Hill (right) helps students train while they make progress and continue to improve. 
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Amanda Toro brings cheer to athletics 
Women’s track and fi eld is coming 
to CSUSB.  The team is excited to begin 
it’s inaugural season on Saturday, Feb. 
28 at the Rossi Relays in Claremont.
The track and fi eld program is still 
in its early stages and head coach Tom 
Burlesom is in the progress of building 
a team, as this is going to be their fi rst 
season competing in the California Col-
legiate Athletic Association (CCAA).
The track and fi eld program has re-
placed CSUSB’s women’s Water Polo 
program, for budget purposes, which has 
been in CSUSB’s intercollegiate pro-
gram since 1999.
Associate Athletics Director Mark 
Reinhiller said that the addition of a 
women’s track and fi eld team, “allows a 
large number of women to compete be-
cause of the nature of the sport.”
Reinhiller also mentioned that it is 
important that our intercollegiate athletic 
program refl ects the campus’ six-to-four 
female-to-male ratio.
For every four males at CSUSB, 
there are six females, so it is logical for 
Coyote Athletics to represent the male-to 
-female ratio.
There are currently four men’s 
sports: basketball, baseball, golf, and 
soccer. With the addition of track and 
fi eld there are now six women’s sports: 
basketball, cross country, soccer, soft-
ball, volleyball, and now track and fi eld.
The team currently consists of walk-
ons and transfers, but is also open for 
athletes from other sports to walk on 
and participate in the newly established 
program. Over 40 Coyote women have 
joined. Many of the cross country girls 
have joined the track and fi eld team dur-
ing their offseason to participate in the 
long distance events.
Among the participants on the new 
team are soccer and volleyball players 
from CSUSB, who will obtain a fresh-
man status. This means that any student 
who participates in track and fi eld can do 
so for four years.
The addition of the track and fi eld 
program is also consistent with the popu-
larity of the sport throughout the Inland 
Empire. There are a multitude of young 
women in the Inland Empire who excel 
in track and fi eld, so now that CSUSB 
offers the sport, it will hopefully attract 
more student athletes to come participate 
in the program. 
It is still unclear what events the 
women will participate in, as the team 
is still in its early stages, but CSUSB is 
expected to be competitive from the be-
ginning.
The addition of the track and fi eld 
program allows for consistency through-
out the CSUSB Athletics Program, 
which has been a goal for the university 
for a long time. 
Every sport offered on campus is 
eligible to compete in the CCAA and 
compete for state championships.
This also implies that any track and 
fi eld athlete who qualifi es for the Nation-
al Collegiate Athletic Association has the 
opportunity to compete for national titles 
for CSUSB.
The possibilities are endless when 
CSUSB can get recognition through the 
NCAA, so this is a very exciting time for 
the athletics department.
Steppin’ it up
Introducing 
Track/Field
Baseball has hope for future 
CSUSB Men’s baseball team is off to a rocky start this season, despite their com-petitiveness.
They are currently holding a 2-7 
overall record.
However, after interviewing some 
team members and staff, statements were 
made regarding improvements, and they 
are prepared for the California Collegiate 
Athletic Association conference (CCAA) 
which began earlier this week on Feb. 19, 
2015.
The last game played before the 
CCAA was against Point Loma Univer-
sity.
Coyotes took the fi rst win against 
Point Loma, 4-3, on their home fi eld.
The second day was a double header, 
in which CSUSB lost both at Fiscalini, 
CSUSB’s home fi eld, with scores of 4-6 in 
the fi rst game, and 1-5 in the second game.
However, they have had another win 
against Holy Names University at Fiscali-
ni, with a score of 5-4.
Their fi rst CCAA game was against 
Cal Poly Pomona at Fiscalini fi eld on 
Thursday at 6 p.m.
Pitcher Tyler Wells has played base-
ball since he was a kid. “I’ve been play-
ing since six-years-old, as I used baseball 
as a getaway from grief I had due to my 
mother’s passing at four years of age,” 
said Wells.
Wells has maintained his focus and 
hopes to one day play Major League base-
ball. 
Wells also asserted that the last few 
Continued on Pg. 15 
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San Bernardino native Amanda Toro 
has been on the CSUSB Coyote Cheer 
and Dance team since her freshman year 
in 2011.
Toro’s cheerleading started at Arrow-
head Christian Academy in Redlands, CA 
where she cheered all four years of high 
school.
Making the most of her time here at 
CSUSB, Toro is also an active sister of the 
Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
“Alpha Delta Pi has given me the op-
portunities for networking, socialization, 
and friendships that will last a lifetime,” 
said Toro.
The Cheer and Dance team perform 
at all home volleyball games, as well as 
men’s and woman’s basketball games.
Toro has been with the team through a 
variety of transitions; this year the team has 
been incorporated into CSUSB Athletics, 
and now has representatives in the Student 
Athletic Advisory Committee (SAAC).
“It feels nice to be involved, we feel 
more attached to the remainder of the 
school and athletes on campus,” said Toro.
Coyote Cheer and Dance do not per-
form on a competitive level.
“Since we hadn’t been apart of SAAC 
we felt competition during the spring quar-
ter would be too much of a demand for the 
girls on the team,” said Toro. “If we started 
to get school funding from the school com-
petition it’s something I feel a lot of the 
girls would enjoy.”
During the summer, Coyote Cheer and 
Dance get together for a three-day camp 
in preparation for the seasons ahead. This 
year, the event was held at the South Point 
Casino in Las Vegas.
“Joining the team has given me the 
opportunity to meet knew people make 
friends and connections I will never forget. 
We are like a family and I highly recom-
mend the experience to anyone thinking 
about joining,” continued Toro.
Annually, Cheer and Dance put on 
a Spirit Spectacular fundraiser, in which 
girls from elementary to high school ages 
are invited to come and learn from Coyote 
Cheer and Dance.
“We teach the girls two cheers and one 
dance, and they get perform at half-time of 
the woman’s and men’s basketball game. 
Fundraisers like the Spirit Spectacular 
keep individual fundraising and cost down 
for the girls on the team.”
The university doesn’t fund the pro-
gram uniforms and summer camps have to 
be paid for by the girls individually.
“We do hope to get funding, we’d love 
to attend and cheer at away games for our 
fellow ‘Yotes.”
Favorites:
Favorite Food: Pepperoni Pizza
Favorite Hobby: Shopping
Favorite Music: “I love all country 
music.”
Favorite Dessert: “Anything with nuts 
in it!”
“If there was one interesting thing 
about me, it would be more of a guilty plea-
sure. I own over a 100 pairs of shoes, all in 
their original boxes,” said Toro. “They take 
space in three separate rooms in my house 
sad to say.”
Toro wanted to leave the student body 
a message from all the cheer and dance 
members. “Thank you for all your support 
Coyotes, we hope to see you all season 
long! Go Yotes’!”
